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Synopsis

Pre-driven longwall recovery roadways are commonly adopted for rapid extraction in the high-production mines of Shendong coalfield in China. A special roadway, the adapting roadway, is utilized to adapt the longwall roof and floor to match the recovery roadway. However, severe accidents such as roof falls and support failures frequently occurred where this recovery roadways layout was applied to relatively deep coal seams. This posed a serious threat to safe production, and effective recovery and relocation of the longwalls. By analysing different cases and mining conditions, theoretical investigation and numerical simulation were conducted based on the mechanisms of such incidents, and a systematic control approach was proposed. The controls involve a method to determine the applicability of the adapting roadway, the evaluation of incident potential, the means to reduce the likelihood of incidents, and an optimized method to determine the location of mesh installation. The findings were applied to multiple longwall faces in the Shendong coalfield and resulted in substantial benefits. The study findings and the proposed control approach can also be applied to other mines with similar problems.
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Introduction

As one of the eight largest coalfields in the world, the Shendong coalfield in China is typically characterized by shallow cover depth, simple geological conditions, and high coal quality. Shenhua Shendong Coal Group, the largest coal enterprise located in the coalfield, has established massive, fully mechanized longwall faces with a 10 Mt annual output. The technology of pre-driven longwall recovery roadways allows for the safe and rapid movement of equipment in longwall faces. This shortens the time required for longwall moves and substantially increases production (Barer and Listak, 1989; Liu and Chen, 1999).

Figure 1 shows the entry layout for longwall moves. Two entries that are perpendicular to the mining roadways are pre-driven near the stop line. The one close to the longwall face is called the main longwall recovery roadway, while the other is the secondary longwall recovery roadway. The two entries are connected with several crosscuts. In practice, the floor level at the working face usually does not match the level of the main longwall recovery roadway when the longwall face approaches the main longwall recovery roadway. The level of the longwall floor is either higher or lower than that of the longwall recovery roadway, which causes difficulties in extracting the longwall equipment. This is a common occurrence when the mining height exceeds the height of the longwall recovery roadway. This is because when the longwall face approaches the recovery roadway, the mining height needs to be reduced for the smooth extraction of equipment. The traditional way of matching the roof and floor of the longwall and recovery roadway is to measure the level of the longwall floor at every specific distance from the longwall recovery roadway (for example, 20 m, 18 m, 16 m, etc.). Then, by adjusting the mining height, the level of the longwall roof can also be well controlled. This is an effective, but time-consuming method. The use of the adapting roadway allows the miner to control the coal cutter so as to adjust the level of the longwall floor. This is a more efficient method and operation. To avoid roof falls and to ensure the safety of underground personnel, flexible mesh is usually installed at 15 to 20 m from the stop line.

As shallow coal resources are becoming depleted, the company has started to mine the deeper coal seams. Several longwall faces experienced rib spalling, gangue leak, and even roof fall accidents near the main longwall recovery roadways. In some severe instances, hydraulic cylinders were damaged and the longwall shearer became stuck due to roof fall. This posed serious threats to safe production...
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...and successful removal of the equipment. Therefore, studying the mechanism of hydraulic support failure and roof fall in such conditions, and identifying feasible remedies, became urgent.

The technology of pre-driven longwall recovery roadways has been generally adopted due to its massive advantages (Barer and Listak, 1989; Liu and Chen, 1999), and the systematic assessment for it has been well-developed (Barczak, 2006; Wichlacz, Britten, and Beamish, 2009). With regard to roof management, numerous researchers have conducted in-depth, systematic studies on the design parameters for weak roof conditions (Tadolini, Zhang, and Peng, 2002; Zhang et al., 2006; Lu, 2014; Kang et al., 2015) and the relationship between the supporting system, strata movement, and ground subsidence (Tadolini and Barczak, 2006, 2008; Barczak, Chen, and Bower, 2003; Barczak, Tadolini, and Zhang 2006). The studies on mining-induced stress transfer, roof control technology, and the design of a support system have had a significant instructive effect on the application of pre-driven longwall recovery roadways in the field. The immediate roofs of the longwall recovery roadways in Shendong coalfield are commonly supported by intensive, high-powered hydraulic supports, resulting in fewer roof falls or leaks. However, because of the application of the adapting roadways, severe incidents such as hydraulic support failure and roof fall are more likely to occur when longwall faces approach the main longwall recovery roadways. Many past researchers focused on the study of roof fall at the longwall faces under conditions such as composite single key stratum with thick drift sand (Huang, 2002; Hou, 2000; Shi and Hou, 1996), the uphill section of valley terrains (Xu et al., 2009, 2012; Zhu, 2011), and the mining of the upper pillars (Ju and Xu, 2013; Ju, Xu, and Zhu, 2015; Chen, 2014). However, few studies have focused on the support failures and roof fall incidents that occurred near the longwall recovery roadways.

Based on the above analysis and several incidents in the Shendong coalfield, we present the reasons for and mechanisms of support failure and roof fall incidents that occurred near the longwall recovery roadways, and propose comprehensive prevention countermeasures by using field observation, theoretical analysis, and FLAC3D simulation. The outcome of this study has been successfully applied in Shendong coalfield for the prevention of incidents.

Incident case studies

**Incident 1 – longwall 12401 and longwall 12402, Bulianta coal mine**

Longwall 12401 and longwall 12402 of Bulianta coal mine were deployed at No.4 panel, 1-2 coal seam. The coal seam is subhorizontal with a dip angle ranging from 1° to 3°. The mining height is approximately 4.3 m. The depth of cover near the longwall recovery roadway is between 253 and 260 m. The layout of the panel and entries is illustrated in Figure 2. The distances between the two longwall recovery roadways in longwall 12401 and longwall 12402 were 30 m and 35 m, respectively. The adapting roadways were 15 m long and 5 m wide. There were only two adapting roadways near the main gate in longwall 12401. Other parameters are shown in Figure 2.

When longwall 12401 face retreated 13 m from the main longwall recovery roadway, roof fall started above the no. 90-20 hydraulic supports (near the adapting roadway). Figure 2
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shows the roof fall areas. The height of roof fall was between 1.0 m and 1.5 m. Such issues were very serious until the longwall face retreated to 7 m away from the main longwall recovery roadway. By injecting Marithan, a special coal strengthening grout, into the longwall face, the coal mass was stabilized and the face eventually completed extraction.

Similarly, in longwall 12402 face, roof fall occurred in multiple parts of the roof near the adapting roadways when the face retreated to 12.5 m from the main longwall recovery roadway. The roof fall areas were 1.5 m to 2.2 m high and 1.0 m to 1.7 m wide (refer to Figure 2). Injection of Marithan did not control the roof fall, and extraction of the longwall could not be completed until mining personnel upgraded the support by adding bolts and anchor cables.

Incident 2 – longwall 52304, Daliuta coal mine

Longwall 52304 was the first panel with 7.0 m-high support in 5-2 coal seam of Daliuta coal mine in Shendong coalfield. The coal seam has a dip angle ranging from 1° to 3°. The longwall 52304 panel was 4547.6 m long and 301 m wide, with a cover depth of 275 m near the main longwall recovery roadway. The adapting roadways were 20 m long and 4 m wide. The width of the main longwall recovery roadway was 6.8 m, and it was separated from the secondary longwall recovery roadway by 20 m pillars (refer to Figure 3a).

On 6 March 2013, mining at the longwall face stopped 20 m from the main longwall recovery roadway to wait for ground pressure to be established. The pressure did not appear, so the mining personnel decided to resume operation on the morning of 7 March. Periodic roof pressure manifested when the longwall face was retreated to 17.5 m away from the main longwall recovery roadway, when the flexible mesh was installed. On the afternoon of 8 March, there was a serious compressive closure of hydraulic cylinders in the no. 59 to no. 108 supports; and the available compression distance was less than 1 m for supports no. 86 to no. 88, causing inadequate space for the longwall shear and serious gangue leakage. From 9 to 22 March, due to the severe roof fall in the longwall face, the major work consisted mainly of the disposal of the massive stone blocks and the injection of Marithan grout into the coal mass. During that time, production was further delayed by many hours due to the breakdown of conveyor and transfer machines, thus only about 10 m (to 7 m from the main longwall recovery roadway) could be extracted. After the night shift on 23 March, the centre section of the longwall face remained 6 m from the main longwall recovery roadway, and workers continued hanging and fixing flexible mesh. The longwall face approached the end of the panel and finished production on 25 March.

Incident statistics and analysis

From the above cases studies, it can be seen that the roof fall incidents occurred mainly near the adapting roadways; and the support failures occurred due to the roof falls. The cause of the incidents can therefore be preliminarily attributed to the adapting roadways. A summary of the 51 longwall panels in the Shendong coalfield is listed in Table 1 for comparison. It can be seen that the widths and lengths of the adapting roadways in Shendong coalfield are generally 3 to 5 m and 10 to 20 m, respectively. With similar supporting systems, roof fall and support failure occurred only when the longwall panel depth was large. Therefore, the use of adapting roadways at greater than a certain depth may be the major possible cause. This hypothesis is further investigated by theoretical analysis and numerical modelling in the following sections.

Mechanism analysis

Theoretical analysis

The stress over the adapting roadway will transfer to the adjacent coal mass and cause abutment stress. The area outside the peak position of the abutment pressure is called the plastic zone. The coal mass near the wall has a lower...
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\[
\frac{x}{K} = \frac{m}{2K} \left( \frac{K}{H} + \frac{\frac{C}{\cot \varphi}}{\xi (p + \frac{C}{\cot \varphi})} \right)
\]

where \( K \) is the stress concentration factor, \( \gamma H \) is overlying strata loading, \( p \) is the support resistance in the roadway, \( m \) is the thickness of the coal seam, \( C \) and \( \varphi \) are the cohesion and internal friction angle of the coal, respectively, \( f \) is the friction coefficient of the coal seam to roof or floor, \( \xi \) is the triaxial stress coefficient, and \( \xi = (1 - \sin \varphi) / (1 + \sin \varphi) \).

Using specific parameters from the Shendong coalfield, the calculated width of the plastic zone is generally more than 9 m. This figure can be up to 20 m when the cover depth and mining height are relatively large (for instance, their values are 250 m and 7 m, respectively), with a 5 m wide fractured zone.

Similarly, the longwall face abutment stress will transfer to the coal mass near the adapting roadway when the longwall face approaches it. This additional stress is more likely to cause the coal mass in the fractured zone (induced by the adapting roadway) to completely lose its bearing capacity. Severe rib spalling will occur at the intersection of the adapting roadway and longwall face due to insufficient support. This can enlarge the hanging area of the roof and result in roof fall. The immediate roof generates the resistance in the hydraulic support to control the movement of the overlying strata. When roof fall reaches a certain extent, the immediate roof cannot impart sufficient resistance to the overlying key block (the broken hard stratum), which may cause the key block to rotate and slide down. The instability of the overlying strata can cause a sudden roof drop and induce a more serious roof fall (refer to Figure 5).

According to Equation [1], there is a positive correlation between the cover depth and the width of the fractured zone, hence the probability and severity of the incident will increase when the cover depth increases. To further analyse the mechanism of the roof fall and support failure in a longwall face caused by the adapting roadway, a further study of the influence of the adapting roadway on the vertical stress in the coal mass and the deformation of the roadway was conducted, and is described in the next section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of longwall faces</th>
<th>Mining height/m</th>
<th>Width /m</th>
<th>Length /m</th>
<th>Cover depth/m</th>
<th>Roof fall or not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22608-22615and22302-22309 of Dalita mine</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>12-17.5</td>
<td>48-94</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22207-22202 of Bulianta mine</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>3.6-4.5</td>
<td>20.19.2</td>
<td>55,147</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12up201-12up208and22301-22306 of Huqiu mine</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.0-5.0</td>
<td>12-17.5</td>
<td>61-102</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12201-12203 of Shangwan mine</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>72-87</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12103-12105and12201-12206 of Shiguetai mine</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.3-5.2</td>
<td>10-18</td>
<td>77-98</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31406,31110-1 of Wulanmulun mine</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>No adapting roadway</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42104,42103-1 of Buertai mine</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>No adapting roadway</td>
<td>259,278</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12401,12402 of Bulianta mine</td>
<td>4.2-4.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>253,260</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52304 of Dalita mine</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Numerical simulation

The finite difference numerical code FLAC3D was used to simulate the influence of the adapting roadway stress distribution. The features of the rock strata were determined according to the actual rock strata in longwall 12401 of Bulianta coal mine and longwall 52304 of Daliuta coal mine, with some reasonable simplifications. The rock mechanics parameters in the model were determined by standard mechanical tests on borehole core samples from several production longwall panels in the Shendong coalfield (refer to Table II).

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Bulk modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Shear modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Internal friction angle (°)</th>
<th>Cohesion (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson's ratio</th>
<th>Volumetric weight (kg·m⁻³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medium sandstone</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four groups of models were established, each with a length, width, and height of 300 m, 200 m, and 120 m, respectively (refer to Figure 6a). The thicknesses of the coal seam and floor were 5 m and 20 m, respectively, and the cover depth of the coal seam was 100 m. The support parameters of the adapting roadway were in agreement with the parameters in the field. Table III shows the parameters and layouts of the adapting roadways in the four groups. A uniformly distributed vertical stress with a gradient of 0.025 MPa/m was applied to the top interface of the model to represent the overlying strata. The group one models were
used to simulate the influence of cover depth on the deformation of the adapting roadway. Groups two to four were used to determine the impact of the use or non-use of adapting roadways, the width and interval of the adapting roadway on the vertical stress in the coal mass, and the deformation of the roadway. The dip was not considered because the coal seams in the Shendong coalfield are relatively flat. The bottom boundary of the model was restricted in vertical movement, and the lateral boundary was restricted in horizontal movement. All the remaining areas, including the coal, roof, and floor, were assumed to have elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour as defined by the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion.

Because the study focused mainly on the impact of the adapting roadway on the vertical stress in the coal mass and the deformation of the roadway when the longwall face approached the main longwall recovery roadway, the coal seam that was 40 m away from the adapting roadway was excavated immediately in the simulation to allow the overlying strata to deform to a steady-state condition. After that, the coal seam was excavated by a 5 m step in the simulation. Figure 6 shows the results.

The deformations of the roof and two ribs of the roadway increased rapidly with the cover depth (refer to Figure 6b), from 66.9 mm to 929 mm and 40 mm to 1340 mm, respectively, when cover depth increased from 100 m to 400 m. Figure 6c and Figure 6d show that the adapting roadway has a significant impact on the stress in the coal mass above the longwall face, resulting in the stress concentrating in the intersection of the adapting roadway and longwall face. The stress concentration factor is up to 3.4. Thus, large-scale fracturing of the coal mass will occur when the cover depth increases to a certain degree, which can trigger roof fall. Figure 6e and Figure 6f show that the width and the interval of the adapting roadway have little impact on deformation. From the results of the simulation, the conclusion can be drawn that the cover depth is a key factor that increases the vertical stress and the deformation of the adapting roadway.

Key factors and countermeasures

The coal mass in front of the longwall face is divided into several pillars by the adapting roadways, which will increase the degree of stress concentration and impair the bearing capacity of the coal mass. The adapting roadways can also increase the hanging area of the roof, which is very likely to trigger rib spalling and roof fall with increasing cover depth. This poses extreme difficulties for effective roof control. The mining rate is delayed by the installation of flexible mesh, which further increases the challenges of roof control. Based on the analysis in the previous sections, the maximum applicable cover depth of the adapting roadway was determined, and a method was developed to determine the optimum position of flexible mesh installation. Lastly, a flow chart is provided to evaluate the incident potential and to apply different countermeasures.

Maximum cover depth of adapting roadway

The longwall recovery roadways in the Shendong coalfield contain the main and secondary longwall recovery roadways, and the adapting roadways. The main factor triggering support failure and roof fall is the application of the adapting roadway beyond a certain cover depth. The results of numerical simulation indicated that the width and the interval of the adapting roadway have a minimal influence on its deformation. Thus, these parameters cannot be further optimized. However, the deformation of adapting roadways is sensitive to the cover depth, which indicates that there is a maximum depth for the application of adapting roadways.

Maximal cover depth based on the stability of the coal mass

When the longwall face is mined to the adapting roadway, the coal mass in front of the longwall face is divided into several independent coal pillars. The length of the adapting roadway is generally less than 20 m, and the interval between two roadways is usually more than 50 m. The bearing capacity of coal pillars decreases with the progress of the longwall face. Based on the Obert-Duvall/Wang formula, the strength of the coal pillar can be expressed by:

\[ R = R_c (0.778 + 0.222 \frac{B}{h}) \]  

where \( R \) is the bearing capacity of the coal pillar, \( B \) is the strength, and \( h \) is the height of the coal pillar, respectively; and \( R_c \) is the cube compressive strength of the coal.

According to the typical arrangement of adapting roadways in Shendong coalfield, the value of \( h \) is 5 m, the length is 20 m, so the initial value of \( B \) is 20 m. From tests on massive coal samples from multiple regions in the Shendong coalfield, the value of \( R_c \) is determined to be 13.5 MPa. The maximum coal pillar strength can be calculated by using various distances mined into the adapting roadway. This is plotted in Figure 7 together with the maximum stress calculated from the numerical simulation. The figure shows that the stress in the coal pillar is greatest when the longwall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Cover depth/m</th>
<th>Width /m</th>
<th>Interval /m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40, 50, 60, 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
face enters the adapting roadways. The advance abutment pressure transfers to the main longwall recovery roadway, or even further, as mining progresses (Kang et al., 2015; Batchler, 2016), hence the stress in the coal pillar shows a downward trend. Therefore, support failure and roof fall are more likely to occur when longwall faces have just entered the adapting roadways. This was demonstrated by the three case studies presented above, in which the incidents occurred when the longwall faces had just entered the adapting roadway by 2 m to 3 m.

Figure 7 also reveals that when the cover depth reaches 250 m, the stress in the coal pillar exceeds its maximum strength when the longwall face has entered the adapting roadway by 3 m to 7 m. When the cover depth is less than 200 m, the coal pillar remains in a safe condition. Therefore, the applicable maximum depth of the adapting roadways is determined to be between 200 m and 250 m.

**Maximal cover depth based on roadway deformation**

During the last stage of mining, the longwall face is connected to the main longwall recovery roadway by adapting roadways. The deformation of the adapting roadways is closely related to the stability of coal walls and the roof control. Therefore, for the safe excavation of the longwall face it is critically important to control the deformation of the adapting roadway within a certain range. Table IV shows the level of difficulty in controlling the deformation of roadways (Chen and Lu, 1994). According to these criteria, roadway maintenance is relatively easy when the deformation is between 200 mm and 500 mm. Based on site experience in this coalfield, the roadway is generally considered to be relatively easy to control under shallow cover when the deformation of the roadway is less than 350 mm. This is used as the threshold deformation.

Figure 8 shows the deformation change with cover depth for roof and floor, and ribs. It can be seen that the cover depths corresponding to 350 mm deformation of the roof, and ribs are 212 m and 229 m, respectively. Therefore, from the perspective of the difficulty of roadway maintenance, the adapting roadway is inapplicable when the cover depth of the longwall face exceeds 212 m.

Therefore, considering both criteria for coal pillar stability and the manageability of roadway deformation, the applicable maximum depth of the adapting roadways is determined to be 212 m. The existing adapting roadways at greater depths should be considered for backfill (Figure 9a), or a new main longwall recovery roadway should be excavated at the end of the adapting roadways (Figure 9b). For new panels that are deeper than 212 m, the method of drilling holes from the longwall recovery roadway in the direction of the longwall face and filling the holes with lime for marking purposes can be used together with elevation survey methods.

**Optimum position of mesh installation**

The flexible mesh is usually installed at a distance of 15 to 20 m from the main longwall recovery roadway. In the initial period of mesh installation, a large area of the roof is exposed and it is critical to maintain good roof conditions. In practice, workers usually choose an empirical time and location to start installing mesh, which may encounter periodic roof pressure, and trigger support failure and roof fall. For instance, in the case of longwall 52504 in the Dalita coal field, the mesh was installed when the cover depths of the longwall face ranged from 212 m to 229 m.

**Table IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Hardest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deformation of roadway/mm</td>
<td>&lt; 200</td>
<td>200–500</td>
<td>500–1000</td>
<td>&gt; 1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7**—Comparison between stress and strength of coal pillar for different cover depths

**Figure 8**—Threshold of easy control of adapting roadway deformation
Incident potential and prevention

Incident potential in such conditions can be evaluated based on the study above. The countermeasures are proposed to eliminate risk, and to ensure the safe and smooth excavation of the longwall face. Figure 11 shows a detailed flow chart for evaluation and prevention. The evaluation starts with assessing whether the adapting roadways have been excavated. If they have been excavated, the cover depth should be confirmed to be less than 212 m. Otherwise, the adapting roadways need to be backfilled, or a new main longwall recovery roadway needs to be excavated at the end of the adapting roadways. For flexible mesh installation, the periodic roof pressure should be predicted based on previous periodic roof pressure frequency, and the optimum mesh installation position should be confirmed to ensure safe excavation of the longwall face.
**Field trials**

*Longwall 12405 and longwall 12406 of Bulianta coal mine*

The geological conditions of longwall 12405 and longwall 12406 of Bulianta coal mine were similar to longwall 12401, and the adapting roadway of longwall 12405 had been excavated in advance. Considering that the cover depth of the two longwall faces reached 225 m, a new main longwall recovery roadway was excavated at the end of the adapting roadway in longwall 12405 (using the method shown in Figure 9b). Due to the cover depth exceeding the maximum applicable depth determined in the previous section, the adapting roadways were not excavated in longwall 12406, and the width of pillars between the main and secondary longwall recovery roadway was increased. No incidents occurred in both panels, and the production was smooth and rapid.

*Longwall 52303 of Daliuta coal mine*

Longwall 52303 was the successive longwall face to longwall 52304, and the geological conditions of the two longwall faces were the same. Considering that the cover depth of longwall 52303 reached 287 m, a new main longwall recovery roadway was excavated at the end of the pre-driven adapting roadways. The mesh installation was also optimized using the method discussed previously. According to the frequency of the six previous periodic roof pressures, the average step was 17 m and the persistence length was 4.6 m. The nearest periodic roof pressure manifested 33.8 m from the main longwall recovery roadway, thus the predicted next periodic roof pressure distance was 16.8 m. The minimum mesh installation length was 12 m. According to Equation [3], the mesh installation position should be 19.2 m.

Therefore, the researchers suggested the mesh should be installed at 19.2 m instead of the empirical position of 16 m used previously. The mining practice indicated that the mining pressure during mesh installation was normal and the periodic roof pressure occurred at 15.5 m when the mesh installation was completed. By using this procedure, roof fall was prevented.

Since then, all of the adapting roadways are decommissioned when the cover depth of longwall faces exceeds 212 m in the Shendong coalfield. The mesh installation positions in all longwall faces are also determined by Equation [3]. With the use of such countermeasures, no incidents of roof fall and support failure occurred when longwall faces approached the recovery roadways, which demonstrates that the proposed countermeasures are appropriate and effective.

**Conclusions**

The Shendong coalfield commonly adopts pre-driven longwall recovery roadways, which greatly improves the rate of extraction. The special roadways, adapting roadways, are also usually pre-driven to ensure the rapid and precise match of the longwall and recovery roadway floor. With the increase in mining depth, several support failure and roof fall incidents occurred near the longwall recovery roadway area, which posed a threat to the safety of underground personnel and the mining operation. By analysing case studies of different incidents and the mining layouts, theoretical investigations and numerical simulation were conducted. It was found that the adapting roadways were the main cause of the roof fall incidents. The adapting roadway increases the roof exposure area and divide the coal mass in front of the longwall face into several separate coal pillars. This dramatically increases deformation of the coal mass and roof...
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control difficulties. When the cover depth reaches a certain value, failure of the coal mass can occur over a large area, triggering serious accidents such as roof falls and support failure.

By considering coal pillar stability and the manageability of the deformation of the roadways, the maximum applicable depth of the adapting roadways is determined to be 212 m. A method is also proposed to determine the optimum flexible mesh installation position. This systematic approach is presented in a flow chart, which can also be applied to other mines under different conditions.

In particular, for the Shendong coalfield, studies have shown that the adapting roadways should not be used at a cover depth of more than 212 m; and if these roadways are already pre-driven, they should be backfilled or a new main longwall recovery roadway should be excavated at the end of the adapting roadways. The optimum position of mesh installation should be chosen according to determination of mine pressure, and the result can be different from the one determined empirically. The findings have been applied successfully to several longwall faces, with safe and smooth production and longwall moves, which demonstrated their effectiveness.
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